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Abstract
We report results of benchmarking of core particle transport simulations by a collection 
of codes widely used in transport modelling of tokamak plasmas. Our analysis includes 
formulation of transport equations, difference between electron and ion solvers, comparison 
of modules of the pellet and edge gas fuelling on the ITER baseline scenario. During the 
first phase of benchmarking we address the particle transport effects in the stationary phase. 
Firstly, simulations are performed with identical sources, sinks, transport coefficients, and 
boundary conditions prescribed in the flattop H-mode phase. The transformation of ion 
particle transport equations is introduced so to directly compare their results to electron 
transport solvers. Secondly, the pellet fuelling models are benchmarked in various conditions 
to evaluate the dependency of the pellet deposition on the pellet volume, injection side, 
pedestal, and separatrix parameters. Thirdly, edge gas fuelling is benchmarked to assess 
sensitivities of source profile predictions to uncertainties in plasma conditions and detailed 
model assumptions. At the second phase, we address particle transport effects in the time-
evolving plasma including the current ramp-up to the ramp-down phase. The ion and the 
electron solvers are benchmarked together. Differences between the simulation results of 
the solvers are investigated in terms of equilibrium, grid resolution, radial coordinate, radial 
grid distribution, and plasma volume evolution term. We found that the selection of the radial 
coordinate can yield prominent differences between the solvers mainly due to differences 
in the edge grid distribution. The simulations reveal that electron and ion solvers predict 
noticeably different density peaking for the same diffusion and pinch velocity while with the 
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peaked profile of helium, expected in fusion reactors. The fuelling benchmarking shows that 
gas puffing is not efficient for core fuelling in H-modes and density control should be done by 
the high field side pellet injection in contrast to present machines.

Keywords: particle transport, pellet fuelling, gas fuelling, tokamak, modelling, benchmarking

S  Supplementary material for this article is available online

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The time evolution of the D–T fuel profile in the plasma core 
has a strong impact on the fusion plasma performance in a 
fusion reactor. There are several important issues in particle 
transport on ITER that need to be addressed [1]. The com-
plexity of particle transport including diffusion and convection 
in different parts of the discharge poses a question as to how 
the density is established in L-mode, how it affects the L–H 
transition, how it is controlled in the current flattop H-mode 
ultimately, and how it evolves during the current ramp-down 
including the H–L transition [2–5]. Particularly, the density 
profile evolution at the L–H transition has significant impli-
cations for entering and staying in H-mode depending on the 
ratio of the power flux to the scrape-off-layer (SOL) to the L–H 
threshold, Psol/PLH [6]. Developing credible burn control strat-
egies for the H-mode in the current flattop phase depends sen-
sitively on the particle balance of the mixed D–T fuels, He, and 
impurities. In ITER, the neutral beam injection (NBI) does not 
play a noticeable role neither in the global particle balance [7], 
nor for the central fuelling. Moreover, the SOLPS modelling 
[7] predicts dramatic reduction of the gas penetrated from the 
edge, making the pellet injection the main tool for the density 
control in the H-mode plasmas, though the gas penetrated from 
the edge still can play the dominant role for the L-mode opera-
tion. Features like the recycling and penetration of He and the 
fuel into the core plasma are central to understanding the dilu-
tion and tritium burnup. The SOL/divertor plasma and its inter-
actions with plasma facing comp onents will set the boundary 
conditions for the core transport. Eventually, the particle trans-
port alters the heat and the momentum transport so all these 
non-linear connections need to be understood simultaneously 
to predict the fusion plasma performance precisely.

To address these issues, 1.5D particle transport modelling 
is essential with integrated transport codes. Although progress 
has been made in predictive particle transport modelling of 
core plasmas [8, 9], and in the area of 2D SOL/divertor model-
ling, it is still a much less mature area compared to heat trans-
port. Particle transport in the core plasma is often not treated 
despite its importance in integrated scenario simulations due 
to (1) uncertainties of measurements to determine the sepa-
ratrix density and the 3D fuel sources to validate transport 
models, (2) difficulties on properly determining the diffusive 
and pinch parts of the flux, (3) complexity of multi-species 
impurity transport, and (4) complicated interaction with the 
SOL, divertor, and plasma facing materials. Optimisation of 
the fuelling scenario for ITER requires sufficiently accurate 

numerical solvers with appropriate description of particle 
sources, sinks, boundary conditions, and integration in the 
codes for simulations of self-consistent plasma evolutions. In 
this context, the international tokamak physics activity (ITPA) 
integrated operation scenario (IOS) topical group is pursuing 
particle transport as an important component of integrated 
modelling, as part of a broader scheme to expand toward 
impurity, alpha particle, and momentum transport.

The particle transport code benchmarking is carried out 
with various integrated modelling codes used for the ITER 
scenario simulations as was done for heat transport [10]. The 
purpose of the benchmark is to identify the differences in treat-
ment of particle transport between codes in conditions close 
to those expected in ITER, and to compare the sensitivity of 
particle transport predictions to modelling assumptions and to 
reveal the relevant critical issues to be clarified in dedicated 
modelling and experiments on present machines so to predict 
particle transport more accurately in tokamak fusion plasmas.

The particle transport codes in the integrated modelling 
tools comprise solvers for ion or electron particle transport 
with consistent metric and transport coefficients, modules 
for particle sources from the pellet fuelling and the edge gas 
puffing, modules for particle sinks with edge localised mode 
(ELM), interfaces with SOL/divertor transport codes or mod-
ules for predicting the H-mode pedestal structure or for simu-
lating the edge boundary condition consistent with the heat and 
particle out-fluxes or modules. The benchmarking includes 
comparison of the pellet and the gas fuelling modules as well 
as the particle transport solvers to discuss possible impact 
of the plasma parameters on the simulations of the pellet 
deposition and transport of the neutral gas due to the charge 
exchange and recombination. The benchmark will enable the 
assessment of the impact of the variety of model assumptions 
used in different codes on the divergence of plasma perfor-
mance prediction in ITER-like conditions. These systematic 
multi-code studies of the impact of all aspects of the particle 
transport treatment were never done before.

At the first phase of benchmarking described here, we 
address the particle transport effects related to the stationary 
current flattop phase of the H-mode operation for plasma 
parameters expected in the baseline ITER scenario with the 
vacuum magnetic field B0  =  5.3 T at major radius R0  =  6.2 m 
and plasma current Ip  =  15 MA. The particle transport solvers 
are benchmarked in a stationary target plasma at a fixed equi-
librium with prescribed particle transport coefficients, sources, 
and boundary conditions. The study begins with unification of 
definitions between particle transport solvers by identifying 
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similarities and differences between them. For the benchmark, 
the particle flow balance is checked firstly in each particle 
transport solver in a stationary condition. Secondly, the ion 
transport solvers, which solve the ion particle transport equa-
tion, are benchmarked with each other, then with the electron 
transport solvers, which solve the electron particle transport 
equation, by modifying the pinch term in the ion transport 
equation to replace the ion flux by the electron one for allowing 
direct comparisons with the electron solvers. Thirdly, the pellet 
fuelling models are benchmarked in various conditions to eval-
uate the sensitivity of the pellet deposition profile on the pellet 
volume, the injection side (high field side (HFS) or low field 
side (LFS)), the pedestal parameters, and the separatrix param-
eters. Fourthly, the model for the fuelling by D and T neutrals 
penetrated to the core through the separatrix are benchmarked 
together with the sensitivity studies for each of the models on 
the pedestal and edge plasma parameters for the range expected 
in the ITER in the L-and H-mode DT operation.

At the second phase of benchmarking, we address the par-
ticle transport in the time-evolving scenario covering from 
the L-mode ramp-up phase, L–H transition, flattop H-mode 
phase, H–L transition, and L-mode ramp-down phase. The ion 
and the electron solvers are benchmarked together with pre-
scribed evolution of the plasma configuration, particle trans-
port coefficients, sources, and boundary conditions.

The differences observed between codes during the bench-
marking are discussed. Firstly, the effect of the equilibrium 
and grid resolution is evaluated. Secondly, the solvers with ρ 
and normalised ρ, ρN  =  (Φ/Φa)1/2 are compared and the effect 
of the grid distribution is investigated in the time-evolving 
case, where ρ  =  (Φ/πB0)1/2 and Φ, Φa, and B0 are the toroidal 
magnetic flux, Φ at the plasma boundary, and the vacuum 
magnetic field strength at the geometric centre of the vacuum 
chamber, respectively. Lastly, the role of the term regarding 
the time-evolving magnetic configuration, the so-called 
volume evolution term, is studied.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we compare 
the equations used in particle transport solvers and describe 
the setup of the benchmarking tasks for the codes. The bench-
mark results of simulations in the stationary phase for the ion 
and electron solvers, as well as the sensitivity studies of pellet 
and gas fuelling predictions are presented for prescribed target 
plasma parameters in section 3. The results of time-evolving 
plasmas are also compared in section  3. The possible rea-
sons for the discrepancies between particle transport solvers 
observed during the benchmark are discussed in terms of the 
equilibrium, grid, radial coordinate, and volume evolution 
term in section 4. The impact of the integrated plasma perfor-
mance on the particle transport is also discussed in section 4. 
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. Setup for particle transport benchmark study

2.1. Unification of definitions

The particle transport is modelled by the 1D transport equa-
tions  for plasma species with diffusivities, pinch velocities, 
boundary conditions, and particle sources and sinks. The 

particle transport equations are compared as below for unifi-
cation of definitions between transport solvers involved in this 
benchmarking study (see table 1), where the differences are 
highlighted with boxes in equations (1)–(7). Note that in the 
case of the ‘ion solvers’ the density transport is modelled for 
the ions and the electron density is calculated from the quasi-
neutrality condition, ne  =  ΣnkZk, where ΣnkZk is the sum of 
the all ion species with the charge sate Zk, for the ‘electron 
solver’ vice versa. A further simplification which is often used 
in the particle transport simulations is the prescription of the 
impurity densities as a fraction of the electron density, nk  =  f k 
ne, and consideration of the fuel ions as a single species. Such 
simplification will be discussed below to illustrate the differ-
ence of the electron and ion solver predictions for the case of 
the fusion reactor.

1
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(1)

implemented in ASTRA v.7.0 [11], ETS [12] (k  =  e, i), and 
TRANSP/PTSOLVER v.18.1 [13] (k  =  e), where k  =  e and 
i correspond to the electron and the ion particle transport 
solver, respectively.
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 (2)
implemented in RAPTOR particle transport solver (k  =  e, i) 
[14],
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 (3)
implemented in TOPICS ion particle transport solver [15],

1
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¨
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 (4)

Table 1. The list of the benchmarked codes with available type of 
solvers.

Code Solver Reference

ASTRA v.6 ne or ni [20]
ASTRA v.7 ne or ni [11]
CRONOS ne [16]
ETS ne or ni [12]
FASTRAN ne [17]
JINTRAC ni [18]
RAPTOR ne or ni [14]
TASK/TR ne or ni [19]
TOPICS ni [15]
TRANSP/PTSOLVER v.18.1 ne [13]
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implemented in CRONOS electron particle transport solver 
[16],
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 (5)
implemented in FASTRAN electron particle transport solver 
[17],
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implemented in JINTRAC ion transport solver [18],
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 (7*)
implemented in TASK/TR electron or ion particle transport 
solver [19],

Here ne and ni are the electron and the fuel ion density, 
respectively. The fuel ion density, ni  =  nD  +  nT and nD  =  nT 
are assumed, where nD and nT are the deuteron and the triton 
density, respectively. V is the plasma volume, Dk, vk, and Sk 
are the diffusivity, the pinch velocity, and the sum of par-
ticle sources and sinks including ionisation, recombination 
of k species except for the fuel ion density loss due to DT 
fusion reactions, SDT, respectively. Note that for sources 
and sinks the quasi-neutrality condition takes the form, 
ΣSkZk  =  Se. The boundary conditions are given at the centre 
as (∂n/∂ρ) = 0. At the edge the boundary conditions can 
be of the first kind with prescribed values of densities, nka(t) 
with quasi-neutrality, Σnka(t)Zk  =  nea(t), or of the third kind, 
with prescribed boundary fluxes, Γka(t) with quasi-neutrality, 
ΣΓka(t)Zk  =  Γea(t) (definition of the fluxes shown in equa-
tions  (8)–(11)). As shown above, the differences between 
solvers are identified as (1) type of particles, (2) radial coor-
dinate, (3) description of the plasma shape and volume evo-
lution, (4) sign of the pinch velocity, (5) metric coefficients, ¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
 and 〈|∇ρ|〉 used for diffusive and convective terms, 

(6) fuel ion density loss term due to fusion reactions. Note 

that solvers (1), (4), (5) will predict the same density decay 
length Ln  =  −Rn′/n  =  Rv/D for the same transport coeffi-
cients in stationary conditions (dΦa/dt  =  0), considering dif-
ferent sign conventions for v. Likewise, the same Ln will be 
obtained with solvers (2), (3), (6), (7) for k  =  i, neglecting 
SDT. To deal with the most outstanding difference of the type 
of solvers, we benchmark the ion transport solvers first. Then 
to benchmark the ion and the electron solvers for the sta-
tionary solutions we replace the ion fluxes by electron fluxes 
introducing necessary terms in the convective part of the ion 
transport solvers to emulate the electron transport solver in 
the frame of the ion solvers. The modified ion pinch veloci-
ties are formulated in terms of the electron pinch velocity and 
diffusivity for corresponding definitions of the ion particle 
flux, Γi  as below.
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(11)

In this way, the electron flux that would be obtained with 
an electron transport equation  with fixed impurities can be 
calculated with the ion transport solvers. Note that the edge 
boundary condition in the ion solvers, nia is properly adjusted 
to satisfy the prescribed boundary condition of the electron 
solvers, nea through quasi-neutrality.

The differences from the sign of the pinch term and the 
toroidal metric could be handled in each code so to ensure the 
same setup in simulations for the benchmarking study. The 
fuel density loss term due to fusion reactions which can affect 
the results significantly depending on the fusion reaction rate 
is switched off for consistency.

2.2. Setup for benchmark of the electron and ion solvers

The target plasma is set to be the ITER baseline scenario at 
the stationary plasma current flattop phase with plasma cur-
rent of 15 MA, toroidal field at the magnetic axis of 5.3 T, and 
geometric parameters as shown in table 2. To unify the metric 
coefficients in the solvers the plasma equilibrium is prescribed 
based on the provided EQDSK file and fixed. The impurities 
are prescribed to have the same profile shape as the electron 
density with a fixed fraction nZ/ne where nBe/ne  =  0.02 and 
nAr/ne  =  0.0005 are assumed. The helium profile is prescribed 
as nHe(Φ)  =  n0[1  −  (Φ/Φa)2]2, to reflect the peaking of the core 
He source due to fusion reactions, where n0  =  0.95  ×  1019 m–3.  

Table 2. Plasma geometric parameters prescribed in stationary 
phase.

R0 (m) a (m) Κ δ Zmag (m)
Volume 
(m3)

6.20 1.99 1.85 0.45 0.50 819.4
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The neutral beam fuelling is ignored. The particle source, 
transport coefficients, and boundary condition are prescribed 
which are described in appendix. Figure 1 shows the source, 
diffusivity, pinch velocity, and density profiles for the refer-
ence case calculated with ASTRA version 6. The same source, 
diffusivity, and pinch velocity is applied to all the ion solvers 
involved in the ion solver benchmark as well as to all the 
electron solvers involved in the electron solver benchmark in 
section 3.2.

2.3. Setup for time-varying simulations

The target plasma is set to be the ITER baseline scenario 
with the total discharge time of 710 s composed of 0–100 s 
of the ramp-up phase, 100–550 s of the flattop phase, and 
550–710 s of the ramp-down phase. The impurities are pre-
scribed to have the same profile shape as the electron den-
sity with a fixed fraction nZ/ne. The He profile is prescribed 
as nHe(Φ)  =  0.109ne(Φ). The quasi-neutrality is enforced on 
each magnetic flux surface. For a stable simulation, the simu-
lation starts at 10 s with the initial electron density prescribed 
as a flat profile; ne  =  0.563  ×  1019/m3. The neutral beam fuel-
ling is ignored. The particle source, transport coefficients, and 
boundary condition are prescribed in each phase of the sce-
nario as described in appendix.

3. Benchmark results

3.1. Particle flow balance check in the stationary phase

Before starting the benchmark, we check the particle flow bal-
ance in each particle transport solvers at the stationary phase to 
see if the numerical solvers reproduce the particle conservation. 
As shown in equations (1)–(7), the flux and the source should 
make the balance in a stationary condition. It was confirmed 
that all the codes satisfy the flow balance. Figure 2 shows an 
example of the particle flow balance in ASTRA version 7.

3.2. Benchmark in the stationary phase

We start the benchmark for the ion transport solvers first in the 
stationary phase. The prescription of the transport coefficients 
and the sources described in section 2.2 are used.

Figures 3(a) and (b) show profiles of the fuel ion density, 
defined as the sum of the deuteron and the triton density, and 
the electron density, respectively in ρN predicted by the ion 
solvers. As shown in the figures, some solvers do not repro-
duce accurately the jumps of the transport coefficients, D and 
V around the pedestal top with abrupt jumps of transport coef-
ficients, prescribed for benchmarking, which may be related 
to interpolation effects at reduced grid resolution. The effect 
of the number of grid points will be discussed in more detail 
in section 4.1. In spite of this difference, all the solvers show 
good agreement within 2%.

As described in section 2.1, the ion transport solvers can 
emulate the electron transport solvers by modifying the pinch 
term. Now, the ion solvers with these modified pinch terms 
are compared with the electron solvers based on the guide-
line described in section 2.2. Figure 3(f ) shows the difference 
in the pinch corrections, required for transformation to the 
electron flux in the ion solvers. Note that all these codes are 
tuned to solve the same transport equations. The profiles of 
the ion and the electron density and the transport coefficients 
are presented in figures  3(d)–(f ), respectively. The density 
profiles are found to agree within 3% between all the solvers 
regardless the type of solvers, electron or ion, and transport 

Figure 1. Edge (Sedge) and pellet (Spel) source (a), diffusivity (D) and pinch velocity (|v|) (b) profiles prescribed for electron solver 
benchmarking in the stationary phase of the ITER baseline scenario and corresponding electron (ne), fuel ion (ni; deuteron  +  triton 
density), and helium density (nHe) profiles (c) calculated with ASTRA version 6 electron transport solver as reference for the prescribed 
impurity fractions, nBe/ne  =  0.02, nAr/ne  =  0.0005 and prescribed helium profile, nHe(Φ)  =  n0[1  −  (Φ/Φa)2]2.

Figure 2. Particle flow balance in ASTRA v.7, where the diffusive 
and convective flux, source, and residual are presented in the 
stationary phase of the ITER baseline scenario.
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equations solved. Therefore, all the codes have similar numer-
ical accuracy for identical particle fluxes.

It is noteworthy that the electron density and the fuel den-
sity profiles predicted by the ion solvers (figures 3(a) and 
(b)) are peaked noticeably more than those predicted by the 

electron solvers (figures 3(d) and (e)) for the same fuelling 
sources and transport coefficients, Se  =  Si  =  S, De  =  Di  =  D, 
ve  =  vi  =  v (figure 1). This is due to the quasi-neutrality con-
dition. The ion solvers calculate the ion density using Si  =  S, 
Di  =  D, vi  =  v, then the electron density is obtained by ne  

Figure 3. Particle density profiles predicted from ion (left) and electron (right) transport benchmark, respectively with the setup of 
simulations prescribed in section 2.2. (a) and (d) fuel ion (deuteron+triton) density profiles, (b) and (e) electron density profiles, (c) and (f) 
profiles of particle diffusivities and pinch velocities in ρN  =  (Φ/Φa)1/2 in the stationary phase of the ITER baseline scenario.
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=  ni  +  2nHe  +  18nAr  +  4nBe (figures 3(a) and (b)). On the 
other hand, the electron solvers calculate the electron density 
using Se  =  S, De  =  D, ve  =  v, then the ion density is obtained 
by ni  =  ne  −  2nHe  −  18nAr  −  4nBe (figures 3(d) and (e)). 
Therefore, both the ion and the electron density are calcu-
lated to be higher by the ion solvers than those by the electron 
solvers. From another point of view, the additional convective 
term δvi ∼ −De(n′e − n′

i)/ni, which describes the difference 
between the ion and the electron fluxes (see equations  (8)–
(11)) can explain the difference in the ion density between 
the original ion solver (figure 3(a)) and the ion solver using 
the modified pinch term (figure 3(d)) for the same Si  =  S, 
Di  =  D. The reduction of the inward pinch results in a lower 
density for the ion solver with the modified pinch term (figure 
3(b)). This effect is generally small in present day machines 
but could be pronounceable for tokamaks with light impuri-
ties with the source peaked at the centre, like helium ash in 
fusion reactors. Therefore, the transport coefficients validated 
in present day experiments can predict different fusion perfor-
mance in future machines in different types of solvers, if they 
are predicted by models that do not resolve differences in Di, 
vi versus De, ve. It is also noteworthy that due to the difference 
of the metric coefficients for diffusive and convective terms 
in the RAPTOR, JINTRAC, TASK/TR, and TOPICS code 
the density decay length, Ln  =  −Rn′/n, depends not only on 
the ratio of transport coefficients, but also on the ratio of the 
metric coefficients. It requires additional correction for con-
version from the ion to the electron solver and makes the com-
parison with experiments less trivial for mentioned solvers. 
On the other hand, the selection of metric coefficients made 
with these solvers is the only one for which v corresponds to 
the flux surface average of the orthogonal local fluxes and for 
which transport coefficients D and v are invariant with respect 
to the choice of the flux surface label as detailed in [20], which 
may be advantageous for theory-driven processing and anal-
ysis tasks.

3.3. Benchmark of pellet fuelling modules in the stationary 
phase

In parallel to the particle transport solver benchmark, we con-
duct the source model benchmarking. In this section, we deal 
with the pellet fuelling. To test the dependence of the fuel 
deposition on the pellet model and on the plasma parameters, 
we calculate the pellet deposition profile by fixing the equi-
librium and kinetic profiles including the density profiles of 
the reference case (ASTRA v.6 in figure 1) described in sec-
tion 2.2, that is no particle transport is solved here. The max-
imal injection speed of the intact pellets for ITER, Vpel  =  300 
m s−1 is chosen for simulations [4]. A normal injection at the 
mid-plane is assumed and no edge puffing is applied in the 
simulations. We evaluate the pellet deposition profiles for (1) 
HFS injection assumed for plasma fuelling and LFS injec-
tion assumed for ELM pacing by pellets, for (2) small and 
large pellets with Vp  =  33 mm3, the minimal size required 
for ELM pacing, and 90 mm3, the maximal size foreseen in 
ITER, respectively. We also carried out the sensitivity studies 
on plasma parameters of the pedestal and the separatrix by 

varying the pedestal temperature (20% higher and lower 
than the reference), pedestal density (20% higher and lower 
than the reference), separatrix temperature (100% higher and 
lower than the reference), and separatrix density (20% higher 
and lower than the reference). For this benchmark study, 
ASTRA with SMART [21] and JINTRAC with HPI2 [22] are 
employed for simulating the pellet fuelling. Both models sim-
ulate the pellet ablation and further drift of ablated particles 
toward LFS.

The results are presented in figure 4. As shown, JINTRAC 
with HPI2 predicts deeper deposition of the pellet particles 
compared to ASTRA with SMART in all cases of the HFS 
injection meanwhile the qualitative dependencies look similar. 
This result agrees with the previous study [23]. The sensitivity 
scan of various parameters reveals that the HFS injection pro-
vides much deeper particle source than the LFS injection due 
to the drift of the ablated pellet particles toward the plasma 
centre making the HFS injection much more efficient for fuel-
ling (see figures 4(a) and (b)). The larger pellets, Vp  =  90 mm3 
produce about ~2–2.5 times higher peaked deposition profile 
with deeper penetration than smaller ones, Vp  =  33 mm3 as 
shown in figures 4(a) and (b). The pedestal temperature has 
stronger impact on the particle deposition than the pedestal 
density with both models because of higher pressure of the 
plasmoid produced by pellet [21, 22] which depends mostly 
on the target plasma temperature at the location of pellet abla-
tion and a much smaller extent on the background density. As a 
result, the predicted drift displacement and particle deposition 
is more strongly affected by a variation in Tped as compared 
to nped. The depth of deposition increases with increase of the 
pedestal temperature (see figures 4(c)). The relative increase 
of the maximum of particle deposition profile predicted by 
SMART is similar to HPI2 predictions, but the impact on 
the final distribution is much less pronounced because the 
absolute deposition depth predicted by SMART is noticeably 
smaller. The separatrix density and the temperature do not 
affect the deposition profile for the changes enforced in this 
study. Note that both models predict similar depth of the pellet 
ablation for each of the pellet size. For both the 33 and 99 mm3 
LFS and HFS pellets in the process of ablation penetrate to the 
top of pedestal, i.e. sufficiently deep to trigger ELMs [24]. For 
LFS pellets the SMART and HPI2 models predict almost full 
removal of ablated particles due to the outward drift even for 
small pellets as shown in figure 4(b), which agrees with the 
assumptions of the integrated analysis [4]. It makes possible 
to provide the ELM pacing from the LFS pellet injection inde-
pendent on the density control by HFS pellet injection [4].

3.4. Benchmark of gas fuelling modules in the stationary 
phase

In this section we conduct benchmarking of gas fuelling mod-
ules to evaluate uncertainties in source predictions obtained 
by reduced models that are commonly in use for integrated 
modelling, and to assess sensitivities of the source profile pre-
dictions with respect to uncertainties in background plasma 
conditions in the ITER baseline scenario and with respect 
to details in model assumptions. Here, the particle sources 
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caused by penetration of the neutrals from the edge are 
referred as ‘cold neutral sources’ for historical reasons, when 
in the limiter tokamaks the atomic hydrogen isotopes came 
directly from the molecules to the plasma core with the mol-
ecule dissociation energy (~2–5 eV). In the diverted tokamaks 
of the reactor scale, most part of the neutrals in the confined 
region are the results of the process of charge exchange of the 
original ‘wall’ neutrals with plasma ions [25], which is most 
significant in the plasma edge region, while the neutral back-
ground is extremely small in the plasma centre, with neutrals 
being only created there through the process of recombination 
of plasma ions and electrons. The recombination determines 
the density of neutral gas in the core, but being practically 
compensated by ionisation does not affect the total particle 
source in the core. Due to the nature of the process of their 
formation, the average energy for the majority of neutrals 
in the confined region is close to the local ion temperature. 
Here, the ‘cold’ neutrals are defined as the sum of neutrals 
penetrated from SOL and neutrals produced from charge 
exchange with the ions and the process of recombination of 
the thermal fuel ions with electrons. Simulations have been 

carried out with ASTRA [20] and JINTRAC [18] in interpre-
tive mode for the ITER baseline scenario in stationary L-mode 
and H-mode conditions. For L-mode, parabolic density and 
temperature profiles are prescribed with axial and boundary 
densities and temperatures that are in line with expectations 
for the end of the current ramp-up phase with Ohmic heating 
at Ip  =  15 MA [26] (see figure 5(a)). For H-mode, the den-
sity and temperature profiles are used in agreement with pre-
dictions from recent integrated transport modelling studies 
such as [4, 26], where pedestal conditions are determined by 
scaling derivations from simulation scans with the EPED1 
and SOLPS codes for the ITER baseline conditions [27] (see 
figure 5(b)). For simplicity of benchmarking, impurities are 
not considered in the calculations and the plasma is assumed 
to consist of deuterium only so to neglect isotope effects 
such as isotopic segregation due to the isotope dependent 
inertia of the neutrals and desegregation caused by interspe-
cies charge exchange reactions. A fixed cold neutral influx is 
imposed at the plasma boundary. Cold neutral sources have 
been calculated with the NEUT code implemented in ASTRA 
[20] as well as with FRANTIC [28] and EIRENE [29] which 

Figure 4. Particles deposition profiles predicted by ASTRA with SMART (sold lines) and JINTRAC with HPI2 (dashed lines) for (a) 
HFS injection with pellet volume of 33 mm3 and 90 mm3, (b) LFS injection with pellet volume of 33 mm3 and 90 mm3, (c) various pedestal 
temperatures, (d) various pedestal densities with HFS injection with Vp  =  33 mm3 in ρN  =  (Φ/Φa)1/2 in the stationary phase of the ITER 
baseline scenario.
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are both available in JINTRAC. While EIRENE is a kinetic 
Monte Carlo code which can calculate neutral transport for 
the actual flux surface geometry with high accuracy but at the 
cost of increased computational time, much faster but sim-
plified models for the calculation of cold neutral sources are 
employed with NEUT and FRANTIC. The main differences 
in neutral model assumptions for these codes are summarised 
in table 3. Besides the differences listed in the table there is 
also difference in the ionisation, charge exchange, and recom-
bination cross-sections used in the modelling. The ionis-
ation cross-sections are taken from [30] in NEUT and from 
[31] for both EIRENE and FRANTIC. The charge exchange 
cross-section, σCX is determined in the original version of 
FRANTIC on basis of a scaling given in [32], while cross-
section estimates in NEUT and EIRENE are derived from 
[31, 33], respectively. For typical ion temperatures at the edge 
region in a range ~0.1–3.0 keV, the difference in calculated 
cross-section reactivities was found to remain below ~25%, 

i.e. the effect of varying assumptions for σCX may be small. To 
scan the sensitivity to pedestal and boundary conditions, the 
ITER H-mode and L-mode simulations have been repeated 
with varied assumptions for the temperature and density at the 
top of the pedestal and at the separatrix.

The results of simulations by three codes listed in the 
table  for profiles displayed in figure  5 at the L-mode and 
H-mode phases are presented in figure 6. As shown, signifi-
cant variations in the neutral penetration depth are observed in 
both the L-mode and the H-mode case. As expected, the neu-
tral source profiles are much wider for the L-mode case, while 
the neutrals are mainly ionised in the outermost edge region 
in the H-mode case. The ionisation source from the cold neu-
trals is located at the outer 10%–20% of the minor plasma 
radius for the L-mode, and 5%–10% in the H-mode operation. 
Nevertheless, the fraction of neutrals that are ionised inside the 
pedestal could be as large as ~10%–20% according to NEUT 
and EIRENE predictions. The uncertainty for the percentage 

Figure 5. From top to bottom: Profiles of electron density, electron temperature, ion temperature, and safety factor for the ITER baseline 
15 MA 5.3 T stationary L-mode (a) and H-mode (b) configurations considered for the cold neutral source predictions.

Table 3. Differences between the three cold neutral source codes (NEUT, FRANTIC, and EIRENE) in standard model assumptions and 
conditions as used for the simulations of cold neutral profiles for the ITER L-mode and H-mode plasmas.

NEUT FRANTIC EIRENE

Model scheme Iterative solution of discretised 1D kinetic  
equation for neutral distribution

Solution of discretised integral 
equation for neutral source 
density

3D Monte Carlo solution 
for linear Boltzmann 
equation for neutral 
transport

Geometry Slab, thickness 2  ×  a0 Cylindrical, radius r  =  ρtor,sep 2D flux surface geometry 
from Grad–Shafranov 
solver

Neutral energy 
distribution

Average energy over 100 charge exchange  
neutral generations

Set of distinct energy levels 
determined by energy of neutral 
influx, number of cells and Ti in 
each cell

Complete spectrum

Neutral velocity 
distribution at the 
plasma boundary

Orthogonal to boundary surface Isotropic Isotropic (with current 
implementation in 
JINTRAC)
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of cold neutrals that are ionised inside the core region is con-
siderable not only due to variations in predictions obtained 
by different neutral codes, but also due to uncertainties in 
pedestal conditions. For a variation of pedestal or separatrix 
temperatures and densities within a factor ~2, the integrated 
net ionisation source at the top of the pedestal varies between 
~10% and 40% of the total net ionisation source in the con-
fined region according to NEUT and EIRENE predictions. For 
FRANTIC, predictions for the integrated ionisation source are 
typically lower because neutrals are predicted to penetrate less 
deeply into the core with FRANTIC. As a consequence, the 
fraction of cold (or charge exchanged) neutrals from the edge 
that are ionised in the core is negligible. The net ionisation 
source in the core is determined by a balance between plasma 
ion recombination and re-ionisation processes. As a general 
trend, the penetration depth of cold neutrals might be overes-
timated with NEUT and underestimated with FRANTIC com-
pared to the EIRENE predictions.

The differences in the lengths of decay of the ionisation 
sources at the edge can be explained by the difference in the 
‘effective radii’ for neutrals penetrated from the edge in dif-
ferent codes. In general the influx of the neutrals through the 
separatrix is 3D. Even in the case of toroidal symmetry the 
influx is not homogeneous in the poloidal direction as well 
as the plasma temperature and density along the separatrix. 
In FRANTIC, the influx is poloidally symmetric, thus the 
normalised ionisation length is proportional to 1/ρa, where 
ρa is ρ at the separatrix, ρa  =  (Φa/πΒ0)1/2. For benchmarking 
the poloidal distribution of the neutral influx in the EIRENE 
simulations was assumed symmetric. The efficient ionis ation 
length appeared to be lower than in the NEUT case. In the 
NEUT solver it is assumed that the maximal neutral flux cor-
responds to the mid-plane, thus the normalised ionisation 
length is proportional to 1/a. Therefore, the radial decay of the 

ionisation source from the separatrix predicted by the NEUT 
code is ρa/a times wider than predicted by the FRANTIC 
code. For the ITER case it corresponds to ρa/a ~ 1.3, which is 
quantitatively close to the result of simulations.

Comparing cold neutral source predictions obtained with 
neutral codes coupled to 1.5D transport codes for the confined 
region with results obtained in integrated core-edge-SOL 
simulations e.g. from SOLPS-ITER [34] or JINTRAC [18] 
in which neutral transport is calculated for the entire domain 
inside the vacuum vessel (or for the main region of interest 
excluding only the plasma centre where neutral interactions 
are insignificant) for identical background plasma configura-
tions, it is found that deviations are essentially due to sim-
plified assumptions for boundary conditions defining the 
properties of incoming neutrals at the separatrix that need to 
be specified for neutral codes in simulations that are restricted 
to the confined region. While the poloidal distribution of neu-
trals entering the confined region may be highly asymmetric 
in fully integrated core-edge-SOL simulations, a poloidally 
homogeneous distribution needs to be set up for the neutral 
codes with simplified geometry assumptions. In case of a 
poloidally inhomogeneous neutral influx, comparing neutral 
flux distributions localised near the X-point, the upper vertex 
point and the outer and inner mid-plane, the integrated nor-
malised cold neutral source on top of the pedestal was found 
to differ by up to a factor of ~1.5 as a function of the poloidal 
location of the penetration of neutrals in EIRENE predic-
tions that are limited to the confined region for ITER H-mode 
scenario conditions as shown in figure  5(b). A significant 
variation in the width of the neutral ionisation source in the 
confined region is predicted due to a strongly varying cold 
neutral penetration depth as a function of ρ that is caused by 
a significant poloidal dependence in |  ∇  ρ| near the plasma 
boundary, with deepest penetration achieved on the LFS near 

Figure 6. Profiles for the normalised ionisation source rate Si,norm = Si(ρ) · V(ρsep)/
´ ρsep

ρ′=0 Si (ρ
′) dV(ρ′)

dρ′ dρ′ (top) and integrated net 

ionisation source rate Sint,norm(ρ) =
´ ρ
ρ′=0 Si (ρ

′) dV(ρ′)
dρ′ dρ′/

´ ρsep

ρ′=0 Si (ρ
′) dV(ρ′)

dρ′ dρ′ (bottom) as predicted by the cold neutral codes NEUT 

(green), FRANTIC (blue), and EIRENE (red) for the ITER baseline 15 MA 5.3 T stationary L-mode (a) and H-mode (b) configurations as 
illustrated in figure 5.
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the mid-plane and minimum penetration predicted near the 
X-point. Near the X-point, the fuelling efficiency may also 
be reduced due to an increased escape probability for charge 
exchanged neutrals. In addition to the uncertainty caused by 
the poloidal dependency of the neutral influx, deviations in 
assumptions for the velocity distribution of the inflowing 
neutrals may also need to be considered. For neutral codes 
applied in simulations for the confined region only, the latter 
is typically assumed to be isotropic, mono-energetic and inde-
pendent of the poloidal location, while that is not necessarily 
the case in fully integrated core-edge-SOL simulations. As 
an example, the integrated normalised cold neutral source on 
top of the pedestal is predicted to vary by ~20% in EIRENE 
simulations of the ITER H-mode conditions as illustrated in 
figure 5(b) with varying assumptions for the velocity distri-
bution of the incoming neutrals (comparing isotropic versus 
delta-function distributions).

3.5. Benchmark in time-evolving plasma

For the second phase of benchmarking, we solve the particle 
transport in the entire discharge of the ITER baseline scenario, 
including the L-mode ramp-up phase, L–H transition, flattop 
H-mode phase, H–L transition, and L-mode ramp-down phase. 
The ion and the electron solvers are benchmarked together 
with prescribed evolutions of the plasma configuration, par-
ticle transport coefficients, sources, and so on as described in 
appendix.

The benchmark results are shown in figure  7 where 
ASTRA v.6, v.7, TOPICS, and JINTRAC are involved. They 
present good agreements within 6%. The profiles are com-
pared in figure 8 for six different phases of the scenario. The 
most outstanding difference is originated from the pedestal 
density, particularly in the ramp-down H-mode phase. In the 
following sections, we will try to address the possible origins 

of the differences between code predictions observed in the 
benchmarking.

4. Discussion

We discuss the possible reasons for the discrepancies between 
particle transport solvers observed during the benchmark; 
(1) difference in mapping of the EQDSK data on individual 
code’s grids equilibrium, (2) difference in grid resolution 
affecting accuracy for reproduction of transport coefficients, 
as mentioned in section 3.2, (3) type of radial coordinate used 
in the solver and difference in accuracy of the particle source 
approximation due to difference in the radial grid distribution, 
(4) volume evolution term. Then, the impact of the integrated 
plasma performance on the particle transport will be discussed 
in this section.

4.1. Origins of the discrepancies in transport  
code predictions

4.1.1. Equilibrium. Note that for the benchmark we pro-
vided the equilibrium for a certain time slices in the format 
of EQDSK. In the individual simulations by different solvers 
in the benchmark, the EQDSK data from the 2D equidistant 
(R, Z) grid are converted somehow to the 1D profiles related 
to the magnetic surfaces. Some solvers convert the equilib-
rium on their individual grid directly, some solvers use just 
the core boundary from the EQDSK file and recalculate the 
equilibrium consistently with the simulated pressure and cur-
rent density profiles. Unfortunately, even the codes, which use 
the EQDSK directly, do not renormalise the plasma volume 
provided in the EQDSK file. Both can affect the discrep-
ancy of the results of benchmarking as shown in figures 9(a) 
and (b), where the enclosed volume in each flux surface is 
compared for the ion solver benchmark and the electron and 

Figure 7. Time evolution of the central density, line-averaged density, volume averaged density, and pedestal density for electrons. The 
differences are indicated in each phase of the scenario; Ramp-up (L-mode), L–H transition, Flattop, Ramp-down (H-mode), Ramp-down 
(L-mode).
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modified ion solver benchmark, respectively. The discrepancy 
can affect the total integrated particle source as well as the 
number of particles in the plasma volume.

4.1.2. Grid resolution. As shown in section 3.1, sparse radial 
grids cannot reproduce accurately the jumps of the transport 
coefficients, D and V around the pedestal top with abrupt 
jumps of transport coefficients, prescribed for benchmarking. 

This influences the fuelling rate, the number of the He particle, 
and in particular the location of the pedestal, etc. For example, 
although we set the position of pedestal top to ρN,ped =

√
0.88, 

the real pedestal position in the numerical calculations is prac-
tically assigned to the grid point closest to ρN =

√
0.88. This 

makes the difference among the simulations with the different 
resolution of grid, especially due to the steep density gradient 
in the pedestal region, as shown in figure 10(a). This effect 

Figure 8. Particle density profiles predicted for benchmark of time-evolving plasmas with the setup of simulations prescribed in section 2.3 
at 50 s in the ramp-up L-mode (a), at 100 s at the L–H transition (b), at 150 s right after the L–H transition (c), at 550 s at the end of the 
current flattop (d), at 630 s at the H–L transition (e), and at 650 s during the ramp-down L-mode (f ) phase of the ITER baseline scenario.
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is shown in time-evolution simulations as well. Figure 10(b) 
shows the density profile at t = 150 s of the time-evolving 
plasma benchmarking in section 3.5, which is a time after L–H 
transition. The difference in the pedestal location is clearly 
seen and causes about ±2% difference at the centre. Note that 
the number of grid points in the time-evolution benchmark in 
section 3.5 is as follows; 280–308 in ASTRA v.6 (the number 
of grid points is adjusted while the plasma volume evolves), 
381 in ASTRA v.7, 51 in TOPICS, and 200 in JINTRAC.

4.1.3. Radial coordinate and grid distribution. The particle 
transport equation is usually solved either in the radial coor-
dinate of ρ  or ρN  as shown in equations (1)–(7). For example, 
ρ  and ρN  are used in ASTRA v.6 and ASTRA v.7, respec-
tively. For the solvers using ρ, the initial grid is distributed 
uniformly while starting the simulation, then as the plasma 
volume evolves, the number of nodes is adjusted to the evolv-
ing flux with the variable size of the edge cell δρedge , the dis-
tance between the last two grids at the edge, while keeping the 
same grid distribution inside the boundary region. Therefore, 
the numerical approximations of the differential operator and 

particle source can oscillate together with the size of the edge 
cell. On the other hand, the number of grid points can be kept 
constant and the grid is distributed uniformly regardless of the 
equilibrium evolution for the solvers using ρN . Therefore, the 
density evolution in time can be different between the solvers 
using ρ  and ρN , respectively via this grid distribution at the 
edge.

To investigate this effect in more detail, we designed two 
specific cases where the plasma volume expands within 50 s 
and 100 s, respectively as follows; triangularity from 0.00 to 
0.45, elongation from 1.0 to 1.8, ρa from 2.056 to 2.797 in the 
reference ITER baseline scenario. We solve the electron par-
ticle transport with prescribed D, v, particle source, boundary 
conditions, and equilibrium. The calculated electron density 
is compared between solvers using ρ  and ρN . In this work 
we employed ASTRA v.6 and v.7 for them, respectively. Note 
that here we intentionally decreased the number of the grid 
points from typical used in ASTRA (~100–500) to those used 
in sparse grid solvers (~50) for ASTRA v.6 to amplify this 
effect. They present different behaviour as shown in figure 11. 
In the solver with ρ , oscillations occur during the expansion 

Figure 9. Comparison of enclosed volumes for the ion particle transport solver benchmark (a) and electron and modified ion particle 
transport solver benchmark (b) in the stationary phase.

Figure 10. Electron density profiles with different grid numbers (51, 58, 65) for stationary (a) and time-evolving plasma (at 150 s, after 
L–H transition) (b). The pedestal region of ρN  =  0.90–1.00 zoomed in is inserted in each figure.
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of the plasma configuration and the calculated density is dif-
ferent from that in the solver with ρN . The oscillations in the 
solver with ρ  are found to be originated from the grid dis-
tribution at the boundary. Figure 11(c) shows the time evo-
lution of the normalised edge cell size (δρedge) to the central 
cell size (δρ0). The oscillation is clearly seen. As the plasma 
volume increases δρedge  increases and, if it becomes too large, 
δρedge > 1.8δρ0, a new regular grid point is added and a new 
edge cell is assigned so that δρedge = δρedge,old − δρ0.

Now, we discuss the effect of this grid distribution on the 
results of the particle transport simulation. Analysing the den-
sity oscillation phase, we found that the source and the dif-
fusion profiles are varying significantly while satisfying the 
particle flow balance. The edge grid variation causes the inte-
grated source profile variation and the variation of the grid 
at the steep gradient region of the pedestal causes the diffu-
sion flux variation. These variations of the source and diffu-
sion profiles result in oscillating dn

dt . Figure  12 shows these 
variations of the integrated source, diffusion flux, convective 
flux, and dn

dt  in an oscillation phase, 26–30 s of the ion solver 

with ρ  in figure 12(a). Depending on these variations of the 
integrated source and the diffusive flux, dn

dt  can have negative, 
zero, and positive signs which results in oscillation of the den-
sity evolution as shown in figure 12.

Conservative finite element schemes reflect the particle 
conservation law of real physical processes, but for numerical 
integrals on the chosen grid rather than the analytical integrals 
of the sources. That is caused by low accuracy of the Simpson 
approximation for the edge sources with exponential decrease 
at the edge, but does not affect much the smooth sources in the 
core plasmas. This numerical effect can produce large differ-
ence in the simulations of the L-mode phases with a dominant 
particle source from ionisation of the neutrals penetrated from 
the edge. The difference is more illustrative for the case of the 
variable edge cell used in the solver with ρ  (see figure 13). It 
is clear that the Simpson numerical integration on the sparse 
grid is not accurate for an exponentially decayed edge source, 
meanwhile it is satisfactory for the core source with a rather 
wide distribution. This could affect the difference in the simu-
lations described above.

Figure 11. Time evolution of central electron density, ne(0) and volume-averaged electron density, 〈ne〉 of the solvers using ρ  and ρN  for 
the case with the plasma volume expansion up to 50 s (a) and 100 s (b). (c) Time evolution of the normalised edge cell size (δρedge) to the 
central cell size (δρ0).
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To evaluate the effect of edge grid distribution in more 
detail, the edge source, which is most sensitive to the reso-
lution, is arbitrarily removed in the simulation. Without the 
edge source, the difference between the solvers using ρ  and 
ρN  almost disappears. Another exercise of the simulation by 
removing all the sources, both from the edge and the core, 
exhibits almost no difference between the two solvers.

4.1.4. Volume evolution term. As mentioned in the previ-
ous section, the transport solvers usually take ρ or ρN for 
the radial coordinate. In the case of using ρN, the so-called 
volume evolution term appears in the transport equation; 

− 1
V′

1
2Φa

dΦa
dt

∂
∂ρN

ρN (V ′nk). This term is the correction of the 
virtual convection due to the expanding grid based on ρN dur-
ing the plasma expansion. Note that similar convective term, 

− 1
V′

1
2Φa

dΦa
dt

∂
∂ρρ (V

′nk), should be introduced in the ASTRA v.6 
simulations, but just at the edge cell. It has a noticeable impact on 

the transport simulations only in the case when ρNd[ln(Φa)]/dt  

is comparable with the convection term, 
¨
(∇ρN)

2
∂
vk.

The effects of the volume evolution term on the density 
evolution are investigated by comparing simulations with and 

without the volume evolution term using ASTRA v.7. The 
volume evolution term, the diffusion term, and the source term 
in equation (1) are arbitrarily adjusted to be comparable with 
each other to amplify the effect of the volume evolution term. 
Here we set the convection term to be zero for simplicity and 
the plasma volume expands as described previously but faster 
for full expansion up to 15 s to enhance the role of the volume 
evolution term in the ITER baseline scenario.

The time evolution of the electron density is presented in 
figure  14(a). As shown, solving with the volume evolution 
term exhibits the higher electron density during the plasma 
expansion phase, 0 to 15 s. A transient behaviour is observed 
right after the plasma expansion for the simulation excluding 
the volume evolution term, whereas a smooth evolution is 
observed for the simulation including the volume evolution 
term but this difference between the two simulations becomes 
mitigated and almost disappears after the full expansion around 
60 s. The difference between the simulations result from the 
virtual inward convection effect due to the grid expansion as 
shown in figures 14(d)–(f ) which is strong in the core region. 
This virtual convection effect causes an increase of the core 
density compared with the case without the volume evo lution 
term (see figure  14(b)). For slowly expanding plasma, the 

effect of the volume evolution term becomes smaller as dΦa
dt  

decreases, thus the difference between the simulations with 
and without the volume evolution term reduces.

As the simulations shown above are performed with pre-
scribed time-evolving equilibria, the result can change when 
solving current diffusion, self-consistently. The difference 
in the density due to the volume evolution term affects the 
bootstrap current and temperature, affecting the current and 
pressure profiles and so the difference in the evolution of the 
equilibrium between the two cases, which in turn affects the 
difference in the density evolution. The results are shown in 
figure 15.

As shown in figure 15(a), for the case without the volume 
evolution term the density drops much faster at plasma expan-
sion and starts to increase just after the end of expansion 
(t  =  15 s) in contrast to the case with the volume evolution 
term. It is also observed the lower density during the plasma 
expansion and the transient behaviour right after the expan-
sion for the simulation without the volume evolution term 
while the current diffusion is solved. The core current as well 

Figure 12. The variation of the integrated source, diffusion flux, convective flux, and sign of dn
dt  at 26 s (a), 28 s (b), and 30 s (c) in an 

oscillation phase of the solver with ρ  in figure 11(a). The sign of dn
dt  is negative, zero, and positive, respectively.

Figure 13. Evolution of the edge cell (black), ionisation source 
from the pellet (red), and ionisation source from the neutrals 
penetrated from the edge (blue) for a regular grid size Δρ/ρ ~ 1/30 
for the source distributions recommended for benchmarking.
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as the electron density are reduced in the simulation excluding 
the volume evolution term as shown in figure 15(b). The trend 
is reversed at the edge to match the total current, so the coor-
dinates based on the equilibrium differ in the real geometry 
between the two cases. In the simulation without the volume 
evolution term, the arrangement of ρN  becomes sparser in the 
edge region and denser in the core region (see figure 15(c)), so 
the edge source increases whereas the core source is reduced 
because the source profile is given in ρN . Since the amount of 
the edge source is prescribed to be much larger than that of the 
core source, the density in the simulation without the volume 
evolution term becomes higher than that including the volume 
evolution term after the expansion.

Comparing with the simulation without solving the current 
diffusion, the density without the volume evolution term is 
higher as well due to the higher density source from the equi-
librium difference. Since the current diffusion is much slower 
than the volume evolution, it takes a much longer time until 
the density in the two cases converges each other than the case 
without solving the current diffusion.

4.2. Impact of the integrated plasma performance  
on the particle transport

It is noteworthy that plasma parameters affecting the par-
ticle transport cannot be prescribed arbitrarily and controlled 
fully independently. In particular, boundary conditions and 
gas penetration through separatrix to the core depend on the 
fluxes of particles and power to the SOL [3, 35]. Core fuel-
ling is integrated with ELM pacing, divertor detachment, 
and ion cyclotron heating (ICH) coupling control as well 
as gas pumping [4]. Pellet penetration depends on the ped-
estal parameters which could be determined by the peeling-
ballooning limit [4]. Here we discuss the interplay of plasma 
parameters affecting the particle transport and the results of 
fully integrated particle transport simulations. We also address 
the possibility of independent density control by pellet fuel-
ling and gas puffing, and replacement of the discrete pellet 
fuelling by the so-called continuous pellet approximation for 
various pellet sizes to assess the impact of simplifications of 
the particle transport modelling on the accuracy of density 

Figure 14. Time evolution of central electron density, ne(0) and volume-averaged electron density, 〈ne〉 (a), electron density profile for the 
vertical dashed lines in (a) at 5 s (b), 20 s (c) and 75 s (d) of the simulations with and without the volume evolution term in ASTRA v.7 for 
the case with the plasma volume expansion up to 15 s. The profiles of the source, diffusion, and volume evolution term at 5 s (e), 20 s (f ), 
and 75 s (g) from the simulation with the volume evolution term. Here the plasma equilibrium is prescribed in the entire simulation.
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predictions for ITER baseline scenario. These studies are 
done with ASTRA v.7.

For the sensitivity studies, we employ the results of SOLPS 
simulations [35] to obtain more realistic boundary conditions 
for the density and the temperature and the relation between 
the particle source and sink. The SOLPS simulations [7] have 
shown that the boundary density and the temperature increase 
with transition from L- to H- mode and the increase of the 
power loss to the SOL when a constant degree of divertor 
detachment is assumed. Thus, the opacity of the SOL to pen-
etration of the gas from the edge noticeably increases. In the 
range of parameters of ITER plasmas, the edge fuelling in the 
H-mode operation becomes inefficient [7] and the core fuel-
ling by the HFS pellet injection is required, meanwhile in the 
L-mode operation gas penetrated from the edge can remain 
the dominant fuelling source [4] as discussed in section 3.4. 
In these sensitivity studies, we use the dependencies of the 
boundary conditions, Ti,a, Te,a, ne,a, ni,a, nHe,a and the source 
from the edge on the particle and power fluxes to SOL, Gsol, 
Psol and alpha heating, Pα, based on the SOLPS simulations 
[35] and the relation between the particle sources and sinks 
discussed in [4]. The results of SOLPS parameterisation for 

L- and H-mode operation of the ITER baseline scenario are 
displayed in figure 16.

Note that in the low power L-mode operation, the ionis-
ation source due to the gas, penetrated from the edge provides 
30%–70% of total core fuelling, whereas for the H-mode 
operation it becomes negligible in comparison with the pellet 
fuelling. Thus, the accuracy of the ionisation source from 
the edge is important only at the Ohmic and L-mode phases, 
meanwhile the accuracy of the pellet modelling is important 
for the H-mode phases. It is noteworthy that for the H-mode 
operation the fraction of the particle loss with ELMs (GELM) 
becomes comparable with the diffusive and convective loss 
(Gsol) (figure 16(b)). In the simulations, we assumed fully 
convective ELMs with particle loss per ELM, ΔNpel  =  ne,ped 
Vplasm ΔWELM/Wped [4], where ne,ped is the pedestal density, 
Vplasm is the plasma volume, ΔWELM is the energy loss per 
ELM, and Wped is the pedestal energy content.

It was found that the efficiency of the fuelling by pellets 
decreases with the decrease of the pellet particle deposition 
depth [36] and increases with the number of particles pene-
trated through the pedestal to the core. The depth of pellet pen-
etration reduces with the increase of the electron temperature 

Figure 15. Time evolution of central electron density, ne(0) (blue lines), and volume-averaged electron density, 〈ne〉 (red lines) (a), current 
density profile at 15 s (b), and the corresponding equilibrium difference (c) of the simulations with and without the volume evolution term 
in ASTRA v.7 for the case with the plasma volume expansion up to 15 s. Here the current diffusion is solved.
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and density at the pedestal and with decrease of the pellet size, 
Vp and the pellet speed, Vpel [21]. The pedestal width, density, 
and temperature are chosen from the peeling-ballooning limit, 
which can be determined by the EPED1+SOLPS scaling [4]. 
According to [4] the pedestal height increases with the plasma 
current and magnetic field, p eped ~ nTped ~ IpB, and pedestal 
width, Δxped ~ (B/Ip)0.5. Thus, in our simulations, we consider 
the full-field ITER operation, B  =  5.3 T, as the most chal-
lenging for pellet fuelling with the pedestal height and width 
derived from the scaling (figure 17).

Another typical simplification is the treatment of pellet 
fuelling in the continuous pellet approximation, where the 
discrete pellets of the size Vp,HFS and the frequency f HFS are 
replaced by the continuous source GHFS  =  npH  ×  Vp,HFS  ×  f H
FS, where npH  =  6  ×  1028 m−3 is the density of the hydrogen 
ice. To clarify the impact of this assumption on the accuracy 
of the pellet fuelling efficiency in the sensitivity studies, we 
simulate only the particle transport with a single ion spe-
cies and a prescribed temperature profile. In our simulations, 
we assumed that temperature profiles are prescribed analyti-
cally as functions of ρN with a linear decrease in the pedestal 
region from pedestal top values, Teped ~ 1/neped to separatrix 
values, Tea, determined from the SOLPS parameterisation. 
The pellet injection geometry was chosen with the pellet 
speed of Vpel  =  300 m s−1 and the pellet sizes of Vp  =  33, 
50, 90 mm3. We used the electron particle solver with the 
same transport coefficients used above in the benchmarking 
of the particle transport solvers, D  =  Dbench, v  =  vbench, 
for the H-mode and D  =  0.5Dbench, v  =  0.5vbench, for the 
L-mode simulations.

The sensitivity studies of fuelling efficiency by HFS pel-
lets to the pellet size are carried out for the L- and H-mode 
with continuous and discrete pellet approximations by 
ASTRA with SMART. Boundary conditions are calculated 

consistently from SOLPS parameterisation and the pedestal 
parameters were fitted to EPED1+SOLPS predictions. The 
results are presented in figures 18 and 19.

According to the simulation for the same HFS pellet fuel-
ling, the density is predicted to increase by ~10% with the 
increase of the pellet size from 33 to 90 mm3, which is less 
than the difference in the pellet fraction penetrated though 
the pedestal (ΔVped/Vp) (figure 18). This could be caused by 
the efficient reduction of transport in the edge transport bar-
rier (ETB). The difference of predictions for continuous and 
discrete approximations in the L-mode is small due to the 
high fraction of the fuelling from the gas penetrated from the 
edge. For the H-mode the difference increases with the pellet 
size up to ~7% for 90 mm3 pellets. Figure 19 demonstrates 

Figure 16. Plasma parameters derived from SOLPS parameterisation for ITER baseline scenario with pellet ELM pacing, f pel  =  0.2 
Psol/ΔWELM, ΔWELM  =  0.6 MJ, fuelling, and ELM pacing by pellets with Vp  =  33 mm3 and Vpel  =  300 m s−1, divertor detachment 
control with normalised divertor pressure, µ  =  0.7, divertor pumping speed, Seng  =  57 m3 s−1, Neon fraction nNes/nes  =  1%, where 
µ = 0.67pn/P0.39

SOL (Pa, MW)  =  1 [35], where p n is the modelled neutral pressure and PSOL is the edge power flow. The divertor neutral 
pressure can be controlled by pumping (Seng) [35]; for a given fuelling rate GDT, p n  =  4.79 (GDT/Seng)

0.83
/P0.13

SOL: (a) boundary conditions; 
electron and ion boundary temperatures, Te,a, Ti,a, electron, fuel and He boundary densities, ne,a, ni,a, nHe,a, (b) particle sinks and sources; 
particle loss to SOL with diffusion and convection, Gsol, particle loss with ELMs, GELM, particle source from the HFS pellet injection,GHFS, 
ionisation source from the gas penetrated from the edge, Gsep.

Figure 17. Relative pedestal width and pressure of the electrons at 
the top of pedestal predicted by EPED1  +  SOLPS scaling for the 
ITER baseline scenario.
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how the difference of the details of fuelling at the outer 20% 
of minor radius discussed above for gas and pellet fuelling 
can affect the core density predictions. In the case consid-
ered, the difference of the central density predictions is 
about 10%. Such a difference can be more pronounced in 
integrated modelling predicting the fusion power as Pfusion ~ 
n2. On the other hand, because the central source of He ash 
also increases together with the sink of the fuel in the DT 
reaction with increasing fusion power, the final impact of a 
core density increase on the fusion power at the axis will be 
weaker than n2.

Note that it is possible to expect noticeable difference 
between predictions of the continuous and discrete pellet 
models, when D and T transport is simulated separately 
because of the mutual impact of the D and T profiles on the 
fuel transport and appearance of reversed gradients in the 
pellet affected region, which has an impact on the first prin-
cipal model predictions [6, 37].

5. Conclusions

The particle transport codes are benchmarked with the 
integrated transport codes used for ITER scenario model-
ling within ITPA IOS Topical Group. To make possible the 
benchmarking we identified the differences in the transport 
equation between particle transport solvers and then unified 
the definitions. It was found that some of the solvers assume 
different metric coefficients for the diffusive and the convec-
tive terms. For such solvers the ratio D/v cannot be directly 

translated to the density profile peaking, R
Ln

= −Rn′/n, which 
makes less trivial the comparison with the experiments. On 
the other hand, the selection of metric coefficients made 
with these solvers is the only one for which v corresponds 
to the flux surface average of the orthogonal local fluxes and 
for which transport coefficients D and v are invariant with 
respect to the choice of the flux surface label as detailed in 
[20]. At the first phase, we compared the particle transport 
solvers for the ions and the electrons with prescribed trans-
port coefficients, stationary sources, and boundary conditions 
for plasma parameters, expected in a stationary phase of the 
ITER baseline ELMy H-mode scenario. Firstly, we checked 
and confirmed the particle flow balance in each particle 
transport solvers. Secondly, we benchmarked the ion trans-
port solvers as step 1. Then the ion solvers were adopted for 
emulation of the electron transport solvers by modifying the 
pinch term to be benchmarked with the electron solvers as 
step 2. The calculated density agrees within 3% in both steps. 
However, differences of the particle profile predictions are 
observed between the two steps where the same particle dif-
fusivity and pinch velocity are applied to each species. Such 
a big difference is caused by the quasi-neutrality condition; 
the ion solvers predict the ion density and the electron density 
is calculated through quasi-neutrality and the electron solvers 
vice versa. The presence of the noticeable fraction of helium 
ash with relatively high peaking can increase the difference 
between the fuel and the electron density gradients. For 
present day machines n′

i ∼ n′e , and the difference vanishes to 
zero. Thus, such a big difference is the specific feature of the 
burning plasmas. Therefore, for fusion reactors it is extremely 
important to use appropriate theory-based transport models 
to choose the adequate solvers for the electron and the ion 
transport. For empirical and semi-empirical particle transport 
models, the predictive capability becomes more uncertain. 
Note that the electron density peaking affects the temper-
ature peaking for some transport models and thus, the fusion 
power, the fuel ion peaking affects the fusion power directly 
by Pfusion ~ nDnT(ρ  =  0). We also benchmarked the pellet 
fuelling modules in the stationary phase. Two pellet fuelling 
models were benchmarked for the prescribed target plasma 
and pellet injection parameters to reveal the sensitivity of the 
deposition profiles to the injection side, the pellet volume, the 
pedestal parameters, and the separatrix param eters. Modelling 
of the HFS fuelling demonstrates noticeable dependence of 
the depth of the particle source on the injected pellet size and 
weak sensitivity to the other parameters for both models. For 
LFS, small residual fuelling is predicted. As the amount of 

Figure 18. Density predictions for L-and H-mode and pellet 
fraction penetrated through the pedestal (ΔVped/Vp) in continuous 
and discrete pellet approximations for the ITER baseline scenario.

Figure 19. Radial profiles in ρN  for the target plasma temperature 
and post-pellet density for different pellet sizes, 33, 50, 90 mm3 for 
the ITER baseline scenario.
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residual fuelling can affect the integrated control of fuelling, 
ELM mitigation, and divertor detachment, the numerical anal-
ysis of such possible impact and dedicated validation of pellet 
modelling of the LFS pellets is required. Note that for reactor 
simulations all codes predict pretty shallow fuelling, ρN  >  0.8, 
both for the gas and the pellet fuelling. Therefore, it is diffi-
cult to expect strong impact on the central fuel density and so 
on the fusion power. Meanwhile the difference in the fuelling 
predictions still can affect the pedestal stability, like in present 
day machines. The edge gas fuelling was also benchmarked 
in the stationary phase. Three codes were employed for the 
benchmark for the prescribed plasma conditions to investi-
gate sensitivities of the source profile predictions with respect 
to the background plasma conditions and detailed model 
assumptions. The main differences between code predictions 
is found to result from assumptions of geometry, recycling, 
neutral energy distribution, and reaction cross-sections. It 
may be worth pointing out that in present day machines a 
particularly accurate description of cold neutral sources may 
be required for specific interpretative modelling tasks related 
to edge transport and stability. In particular, the prediction of 
core neutral sources at high precision may be essential for the 
analysis of the effective edge, pedestal transport coefficients 
[38, 39], and of the effect of edge profile shape variations (e.g. 
a shift in temperature versus density barrier locations [40]) on 
the MHD stability [41, 42]. In future tokamaks like ITER and 
DEMO, the SOL becomes opaque for penetration of the neu-
trals from the edge, thus the details of the edge gas penetration 
are less important.

At the second phase of benchmarking, we compared the 
particle transport in the time-evolving scenario from the 
L-mode ramp-up phase, L–H transition, flattop H-mode 
phase, H–L transition, and L-mode ramp-down phase. The 
ion and the electron solvers are benchmarked together with 
prescribed evolutions of the plasma configuration, particle 
transport coefficients, sources, and boundary conditions. The 
code predictions are within 6% and the differences are mainly 
originated from the pedestal region.

To reveal the origins of the differences observed between 
codes during the benchmarking, we evaluate the effect of the 
equilibrium, the grid resolution, the radial coordinate used in 
the solver (ρ  or ρN) and the grid distribution, and the volume 
evolution term. Firstly, the difference in equilibrium can affect 
the total integrated particle source as well as the number of 
particles in the plasma volume. Secondly, the number of grid 
can influence the fuelling rate, the number of the He particle, 
and in particular the location of the pedestal which ends up 
with the different density profiles. Thirdly, the choice of the 
radial coordinate, ρ  or ρN  is found to be able to significantly 
alter the result as the integrated source and the diffusive flux 
become different when the plasma edge source is dominant 
and the radial grid is sparse. The main difference is originated 
from the edge region where the source is large and the gra-
dient is sharp due to the pedestal. But increase of the number 
of the grid nodes increases the accuracy of numerical approx-
imation of the edge source making the difference in the pre-
dicted density smaller. Lastly, it was revealed that the volume 

evolution term can be dominant when the plasma shape varies 
faster than the transport time scale (τshaping � τparticle) but not 
significant vice versa.
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Appendix A. Setup for simulations in stationary 
phase

 –  Edge particle source:

S(Φ) = S0 exp[15(Φ− Φa)/Φa],

where S0  =  7.5  ×  1020 atoms m–3 s–1.
SD(Φ)  =  ST(Φ)  =  0.5  ×  S(Φ) for ion solvers.

 –  Core particle source by pellet fuelling (continuous):

S(Φ) = C × d2 × (Φ/Φa)
6.5 × [1 − (Φ/Φa)]

8.5
/{d2 + [(Φ/Φa)− 0.5]2},

where C  =  0.25  ×  1024 and d  =  0.225.
SD(Φ)  =  ST(Φ)  =  0.5  ×  S(Φ) for ion solvers.

 –  Particle diffusivity:

D(Φ) = D0 + D1(Φ/Φa)
2 forΦ < Φped,

D(Φ) = D2 forΦ � Φped,

  where D0  =  0.5 m2 s−1, D1  =  1.0 m2 s−1, D2  =  0.11 m2 
s−1, Φped is Φ at the pedestal top, Φped/Φa  =  0.88.

 –  Pinch number:

R0 × v0/D = V0 × (Φ/Φa)
1/2

,

  where R0  =  6.2 m, V0  =  1.385 and positive sign corre-
sponds the inward pinch.
v(Φ)  =  v0 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
+ nv

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
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v(Φ)  =  −v0 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
− nv

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂

v(Φ)  =  v0

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
/ 〈|∇ρ|〉 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
+ nv 〈|∇ρ|〉

v (Φ)  =  −v0

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
/ 〈|∇ρ|〉 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
− nv 〈|∇ρ|〉 .

 –  The edge boundary condition:
nea  =  4.6  ×  1019 m3, close to the predictions of the SOLPS simulations of the baseline scenario with Psol  =  100 MW [15].

nDa = nTa = 1.936 × 1019 m−3

nHea = 0.0 × 1019 m−3

nBea = 0.1636 × 1019 m−3

nAra = 0.004 093 × 1019 m−3.

Appendix B. Setup for time-varying simulations

 –  Total discharge time  =  710 s
Ramp-up phase  =  100 s (0–100 s)
Flattop phase  =  450 s (100–550 s)
Ramp-down phase  =  160 s (550–710 s)

 –  Scenario for plasma current:

Time (s) 1.5 2 3 10 20 30 40 50 75 100–550 570 590 610 630 650 670 690 710

Ip (MA) 0.5 0.735 1.20 4.50 6.5 8.16 9.44 10.6 13.5 15.0 13.5 12.0 10.5 9.0 7.5 6.0 4.5 3.0

B.1. Ramp-up phase: t  =  0–100 s

 –  Edge particle source for electrons:
S(Φ)  =  S0 exp[10(Φ  −  Φa)/Φa], S0  =  2.0  ×  1021 atoms m−3 s−1

 –  Electron particle diffusivity:
De(Φ)  =  D0  +  D1(Φ/Φa)2 for Φ  <  0.88Φa

De(Φ)  =  D2 for Φ  >  0.88Φa, where D0  =  0.5 m2 s−1, D1  =  1.0 m2 s−1, D2  =  1.27 m2 s−1. 
 –  Electron pinch number:

R0  ×  v0/D  =  V0  ×  (Φ/Φa)1/2, where R0  =  6.2 m, V0  =  1.385 and positive sign corresponds the inward pinch.
v(Φ)  =  v0 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
+ nv

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂

.

v(Φ)  =  −v0 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
− nv

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂

.
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v(Φ)  =  v0

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
/ 〈|∇ρ|〉 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
+ nv 〈|∇ρ|〉 .

v (Φ)  =  −v0

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
/ 〈|∇ρ|〉 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
− nv 〈|∇ρ|〉 .

 –  Boundary condition:

Time (s) 0 5 10 20 30 40 50 75 100
nea (1019 m–3) 0.16 0.32 0.563 0.968 1.13 1.24 1.35 1.64 1.8

 –  Impurity contents:
nBe/ne = 0.02, nAr/ne = 0.0.

B.2. L–H and flattop phase: t  =  100–550 s

 –  Edge particle source for electrons:
S (Φ) = S0 exp[15 (Φ− Φa) /Φa], S0 = 7.5 × 1020 atoms m−3 s−1.

 –  Core particle source for electron by pellet fuelling (continuous) during 125–550 s:

S (Φ) = C × d2 × (Φ/Φa)
6.5 × [1 − (Φ/Φa)]

8.5
/{d2 + [(Φ/Φa)− 0.5]2},

where C  =  0.17325  ×  1024, d  =  0.225.
 –  Electron particle diffusivity:

De (Φ) = D0 + D1(Φ/Φa)
2 forΦ < Φped

De (Φ) = D2 forΦ > Φped,

where D0  =  0.5 m2 s−1, D1  =  1.0 m2 s−1, D2  =  0.1 m2 s−1, and Φped  =  0.88Φa.
 –	Electron pinch number:

R0  ×  v0/D  =  V0  ×  (Φ/Φa)1/2, where R0  =  6.2 m, V0  =  1.385 and positive sign corresponds the inward pinch.
v(Φ)  =  v0 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
+ nv

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂

.

v(Φ)  =  −v0 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
− nv

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂

.

v(Φ)  =  v0

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
/ 〈|∇ρ|〉 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
+ nv 〈|∇ρ|〉 .

v (Φ)  =  −v0

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
/ 〈|∇ρ|〉 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
− nv 〈|∇ρ|〉 .
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 –  Boundary condition:

Time (s) 100 110 130–550
nea (1019 m–3) 1.8 3.0 4.6

 –  Impurity contents:

nBe/ne = 0.02, nAr/ne = 0.0005.

B.3. Ramp-down phase: t  =  550–710 s (H-mode 550–630 s. L-mode 630–710 s).

 –  Edge particle source for electrons:
S (Φ) = S0 exp[15 (Φ− Φa) /Φa], S0 = 7.5 × 1020 atoms m−3 s−1.

 –  Electron particle diffusivity:

De (Φ) = D0 + D1(Φ/Φa)
2 forΦ < Φped

De (Φ) = D2 forΦ > Φped,

where D0  =  0.5 m2 s−1, D1  =  1.0 m2 s−1, D2  =  0.1 m2 s−1 for 550–630 s, D2  =  1.27 m2 s−1 for 630–710 s, and Φped  =  0.88Φa.
 –  Electron pinch number:

R0  ×  v0/D  =  V0  ×  (Φ/Φa)1/2, where R0  =  6.2 m, V0  =  1.385 and positive sign corresponds the inward pinch.
v(Φ)  =  v0 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
+ nv

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂

.

v(Φ)  =  −v0 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
− nv

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂

.

v(Φ)  =  v0

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
/ 〈|∇ρ|〉 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
+ nv 〈|∇ρ|〉 .

v (Φ)  =  −v0

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
/ 〈|∇ρ|〉 for transport solvers with the definition of flux,

Γ = −D
∂n
∂ρ

¨
(∇ρ)

2
∂
− nv 〈|∇ρ|〉 .

 –  Boundary condition:

Time (s) 550 570 590 610 630 650 670 690 710

nea (1019 m–3) 4.6 4.1 3.7 3.2 2.8 0.863 0.575 0.345 0.230

 –  Impurity contents: nBe/ne  =  0.02, nAr/ne  =  0.0005.
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